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The birth of an idea
Ideas can’t be rushed and the best ideas are rarely the first that come to mind. With 
this in mind I wanted to get the ball rolling early so the group had a chance to 
develop ideas as a unit rather than picking the best one from an individual. The 
result being a final design none of us would have come up with alone.

Below are the correspondences between group members before our first class with 
the models. As Vanessa doesn’t have access to a PC Franco was keeping her up to 
date. This was our brainstorming session.

On Thursday, 7 October, 2010, 1:59 PM Jason Dirstein <jmdirstein@gmail.com> 
wrote:

Hi Groupies,

It looks like our first class for working on the group assignment we will have access 
to models. As a result we should probably have at the very least have a vague idea 
of what we are doing so not to waste the opportunity!

First off I think it will be important to bring all our work so far (to see what we are 
working with and what our strengths and weaknesses are as a group). Second bring 
in any ideas you think would be cool to explore (Artworks you find interesting that 
explore the human figure). If you don't have access to a colour printer you can just 
email me the images and I will bring them in on my iPad. Otherwise books are good 
and the ECU library has a massive art section on the 4th floor.

Keep in mind that we should try and incorporate
as many examples of what we have learned in this
unit in our final design.

I have had a couple ideas to get the ball rolling.

As a concept I think it would be cool to show our
progress through the unit. Like an evolutionary
time line so to speak.

I also like "Nude descending a staircase" as a figure
in context. Though it would have to be less abstract
for our purpose.

Image sourced from the 
Apple iPad application Art 
Authority 



Any ideas and feedback?

Feel free to throw up anything as we are just brainstorming at this stage and the more 
ideas the better! I know its early stages but I think the best ideas usually aren't the 
first and it's less stressful when you can take your time.

--
Kind Regards,

Jason Dirstein

On 07/10/2010, at 4:46 PM, Franco Iannantuoni <bottegafranco@yahoo.com.au> 
wrote:
Hi Jason, well no flies on you! I like the idea of incorporating elements worked so far. 
The picture is a good start also. I will bring on Wednesday some images and ideas 
jotted down, and some work to see what we can do as a group. I was thinking also of 
allegorical figures with architecture surrounding figures, a Jeffrey smart inspired 
landscape for the figures or maybe Rick Amore as a starting point. I hope to start with 
some ideas for the models to pose with like your thinking. Cheers Franco 

Thu, Oct 7, 2010 at 10:36 PM Jason Dirstein <jmdirstein@gmail.com> wrote: 
Love the allegorical figures idea Franco! Was wondering how you would pull in 
some Baroque elements. Jeffrey Smart is clever too as his landscapes are very much 
like the drawings we did in our first tonal class.

Is everyone coming in to UNI on Wednesday? If so might be a good idea to spend 
about 15-30mins fleshing out a game plan for the models the following week. Plus I 
think sharing ideas early will help us all in this weeks homework.

Most of the examples I have collected so far are more related to technique than 
concept. I wasn't overly impressed by the examples shown in class this week. They 
looked more like the doodles you leave in the margins of your notes during a really 
boring lecture. Just trying to fill as much space as possible. With the talent in our 
group we should be able to come up with something awesome.  

Enjoy your weekend and will hopefully see you next week!  

PS. more I think about the Jeffery Smart concept the more I like it! 

Sent from my iPad

Sat, Oct 9, 2010 at 6:44 PM Elisabeth WITTEN <ewitten@our.ecu.edu.au> wrote:
hey guys
That all sounds great, I did like the concept of Dachamp's Nude descending the stairs.
hey I am really sorry I can't make it on wed, but I can take my work in the following 
week, and discuss better. I'll brainstorm some idea's and keep posted..
Lisa



Sat, Oct 9, 2010 at 8:54 PM Jason Dirstein <jmdirstein@gmail.com> wrote:
No worries we'll give you the run down on what we come up with on Wednesday.

Sun, Oct 10, 2010 at 7:45 PM Franco Iannantuoni <bottegafranco@yahoo.com.au> 
wrote:
Hi Jason will bring some appropriate books on Wednesday of allegorical studies and 
Jeffrey Smart and inform more of ideas Cheers Franco

Mon, Oct 11, 2010 at 8:41 PM Jason Dirstein jmdirstein@gmail.com wrote:
Hey team,

I was laying in bed last night unable to sleep so I thought I'd put my restless mind to 
good use and do some brainstorming for our project. This is what I came up with.

Since this unit is based on the human figure in all it's glory I think everyone would 
agree that it should be well represented in our design. So with that in mind I started 
looking at Franco's suggestions. I found the religious work to be very well suited to 
our needs as they were often comprised of humans in various stages of undress with 
little else. Better yet it screams panoramic composition which is exactly what we are 
doing!

Now anyone can copy a drawing, painting or photo so I started to try and come up 
with a way to make it our own. So thinking back to our unit I tried to come up with a 
theme that reflected what we have learnt and accomplished. The paintings I looked 
at usually had one of two themes the classic good v evil or reverence of the divine 
light. The divine light for me represents enlightenment which in turn means 
knowledge.

By substituting the divine light of enlightenment with the knowledge we have learnt 
from this unit we can now see the errors of our ways or the difference between good 
and evil. In relation to our unit evil is the unenlightened or the disproportionate and 
crude drawings we did at the being of the course while the good enlightened 
drawings are what we are starting to produce now at the end of the unit. Basically 
this allows us to show the viewer exactly what we have learned this semester.

I know that's a lot of words describing an abstract concept that is only just taking 
form. Though it makes sense in my minds eye I know that doesn't always ring true 
for others. So I did a quick drawing and attached some of the paintings I used for 
ideas.



On one side you have the technically poorly drawn figures and the other you have 
the technically well drawn figures. No babies by the way I just used them to help 
illustrate the concept. We will just use the in class models. The hand in the centre 
ties in well with the homework that required us to draw our own hands. It's holding 
a glowing pen or pencil representing enlightenment.

That's enough talk from me! Let me know what you think and feel free to speak your 
mind I won't take offense.

Sent from my iPad

I really like this section as a basic 
composition. It is in the right ratio too.

Images sourced from the Apple iPad
application Art Authority 



Mon, Oct 11, 2010 at 9:22 PM Elisabeth WITTEN <ewitten@our.ecu.edu.au> wrote:
nice work jason,
-that is really intriguing.. I feel it has a lot of potential!..

Tue, Oct 12, 2010 at 6:33 PM Franco Iannantuoni <bottegafranco@yahoo.com.au> 
wrote:
Hi there, what a great cohesive idea. I think this is a great concept maybe we need 
to then see how to organize this in a manageable time frame will see you tomorrow 
to discuss. Great work. Cheers Franco

Wed, Oct 13, 2010 at 5:30 PM Jason Dirstein <jmdirstein@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Elisabeth,

Just thought I would give you an update on what was discussed in class today. We 
are going ahead with the concept I mentioned in the previous emails. However we 
made some minor changes. We are going to scrape the good v evil/bad drawing 
elements. It was decide it would be too complicated and had a strong chance to 
detract from the overall design. Basically the design is now "the knowledge of 
drawing" and still has the glowing hand and pencil/pen surrounded by figures 
lounging in clouds. Much like the paintings in the previous email I sent. We have a 
very basic idea of composition but until we have the paper in front of us it's still 
very vague. We will be able to fill you in better next week.

For next week we have decided to do some research on possible poses for the 
models. It's pretty open at this stage so you can go crazy if you like. We are just 
looking for ideas and the more reference material we have the better. If you have 
any questions or need more clarification flick myself or Franco an email. By next 
week we should have a good stack of poses to run the models through. The main 
aim for the first class is to get as much reference material of the models as possible. 
It's my understanding we can take photos so if you have a camera feel free to bring 
it. Franco, Vanessa and myself will be bringing one but photography is a numbers 
game so a fourth wouldn't hurt.

Jason

Sent from my iPad





Week 01
Photos & Composition

With Franco the official photographer we ran the model threw various poses. These 
are the ones we used in our final design and a fraction of the total Franco took.



Initial composition 
sketches to help us select 
which photos to print as 
overhead transparencies. 
The numbers listed are in 
relation to the images file 
names.



After sorting through the mass of photos Franco took we managed to get them down 
to about eighteen. They were then transferred onto overhead transparencies. Both 
Elisabeth and Vanessa took a particularly active role in designing the final 
composition. Which I personally found difficult to let go of as I had become very 
attached to the original concept. Realizing the importance that every individual in 
the group had to make their mark on this project I reluctantly let the girls take over. 
It was soon obvious any concerns I had were misguided as not only did we come 
out with a fantastic design but a truly group effort!

Final composition.



With the girls 
on a role and in 
charge all 
Franco and I 
could do was 
watch. 
Eventually they 
let their guard 
down and we 
were able to 
sneak in for a 
quick sketch or 
two!

Unfortunately 
Franco’s 
marathon photo 
session in the 
morning caught 
up to him. Poor 
exhausted 
Franco!



Week 02
Let there be colour

After last weeks effort we had 
all our figures and central hand 
in place. Now it was a matter of 
bringing our figures to life in 
their cloudscape. I had always 
pictured this as a grey scale 
piece with a yellow glow 
radiating from the centre. 
Franco on the other hand had a 
completely different vision. He 
wanted colour! Franco came 
into class early with a set of his 
own Conte sticks of various 
fleshy tones preparing to argue 
his case. It wasn’t necessary 
however as once we saw the 
conte Franco’s vision became 
ours too.

While the rest of the group 
began their figures Franco 
worked his magic on the clouds. 
Clouds were chosen early in the 
concept stage based on his 
confidence to execute them 
quickly and effectively. Letting 
us focus on the figures rather 
than their setting.

Finishing my figure I thought 
I’d give some clouds a go too. 
After a few minutes Franco 
came over and gave me some 
tips followed by Marie who 
“suggested”  leaving the clouds 
to Franco. Apparently my 
clouds suck! This became a bit 
of an inside joke in our group 
for the rest of project.

Franco had his “stupid” clouds!

Elisabeth and my figures. Was later decides to 
work back into my figure’s hair as it didn’t fit 
with everyone else's.



Light was always going to be 
a crucial element in our piece. 
Unfortunately we didn’t take 
this into consideration while 
taking the photos of the 
models. In hindsight it was 
something we should have 
done as it made it much 
harder for us than it should 
have been. Despite this 
everyone was able to adapt 
and modify the light source 
for their figure.

The quill was proving to be a 
difficult element and was put 
off until the last minute. 
Everyone had their own ideas 
but didn’t have the conviction 
of previous decisions. It was a 
stalemate and well all knew 
it. Eventually we were forced 
to sit down and make a 
decision. We weren’t short on 
ideas just short on ones we 
liked. It was eventually 
agreed we wanted it to be a 
focal point. I suggested black 
like a crow’s feather but was 
deemed to over bearing. 
Eventually Franco suggested 
black ink and a contour. I was 
instantly convinced and 
headed off to get some but 
Vanessa was still unsure. Due 
to ink’s nature it was all or 
nothing. Eventually we 
agreed to a watered down ink 
and I started on the quill. 

The idea of adding a light 
blue for the sky was thrown 
around quiet a bit during the 
day and it was agreed it 
would really make the clouds 
pop. Locating a blue on the 
other hand turned out to be a 
mission in itself!

I eventually found something I was “allowed” 
to draw; a second figure. This was to balance 
the top two figures as my drawing style is a 
lot heavier than the others. I should also point 
out it was decided the figures in the 
foreground would be drawn in more detail to 
help create a sense of depth.

Once I finally located a blue I made a start on the 
sky. This marked the end of a very long day of 
hard work. Couldn’t have asked for a harder 
working group!



Week 03
Final Touches

With the bulk of the work done our last day was spent adding finishing 
touches to our piece. Everyone made final adjustments to their figures then 
helped tweaked each others work. Adjustments to lighting, sky and clouds 
were done. 

The end result being something I can safely say we are all proud of and all 
played a crucial part in its journey from concept to final design.




